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Non-Hermitian scattering theory: Resonant tunneling probability amplitude in a quantum dot
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We suggest a mechanism for the sharp phase change in the transition-probability amplitude of electrons
scattered through a quantum dot. The proposed mechanism is a single electron phenomenon that involves
interference between the two-dimensional resonances of the quantum dot. The dimensionality of the problem
plays a key role in our mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum dots play an important role in nanoscaled e
tronic devices. In order to fully understand the transp
properties of quantum dots, phenomena such as tunnelin
electrons must be characterized.

Phase measurements of an electron traversing a qua
dot via a double-slit interference experiment were carried
by Heiblum and co-workers.1,2 In their experiment, the quan
tum dot ~QD! was inserted into one slit, in a manner th
enabled them to control the potential of the electrons trap
in it ~by varying the plunger potential,Vp). The second slit
served as a reference. The measured transition probab
utu2, oscillated as a function of the plunger potential,Vp .
When the scattered electron passed through a reson
state, the transition probability exhibited a Lorentzian-sha
peak, and the phase of the transition-probability amplitu
changed byp, as expected by the Breit-Wigner model f
resonant tunneling. Surprisingly, the phase does not accu
late but oscillates: although in each resonance the ph
changes byp, between resonances it drops sharply byp. In
spite of intense work on this problem3–11 to the best of our
knowledge there is no satisfactory explanation of this p
nomenon. Most of the calculations which have been car
out are either for particle space model Hamiltonians or
general mathematical models based on the Friedel sum
combined with time-reversal symmetry. The conclusion fro
these studies is that in true one-dimensional~1D! systems the
sharp phase drops byp in the tail of the resonant peak tha
never occurs. Such a phenomenon is obtained, however
single electron transport for quasi-1D systems. This re
was obtained also in simulation calculations for a real-sp
model Hamiltonian with a 2D box potential~single-crossbar
cavity!.5 The discontinuity in the phase evolution of electr
transport in the single-crossbar cavity is associated with
interference between two different transmission channels
longing to a localized state in the 2D potential and a conti
ous state of the transmission channel. An open question
would like to address is whether the discontinuity in t
phase evolution would happen also for analytical 2D pot
tial surfaces. Another question we would like to answer
whether the discontinuity in the phase evolution can hap
due to another mechanism. As we will show here for anal
cal 2D potentials a sharp drop~not a discontinuity! by p
happens due to the interference between adjacent reson
0163-1829/2003/67~4!/045322~6!/$20.00 67 0453
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states associated with the double barrier potential in the a
batic 1D potential which does not exist in the 2D sing
crossbar cavity QD model Hamiltonian.

The phenomenon in which the phase drops sharply bp
at transmission zeros has been associated with the fact th
quasi-1D systems the even and odd resonance levels do
necessarily alternate in energy.7,9 It is a common belief that
whenever the transmission coefficient reaches zero, the p
has a sharp drop byp. As we will show here this is indeed
necessarily condition but not a sufficient one.

In our work we study single electron transport for a re
space 2D model Hamiltonian. The potential we introduce
2D one-electron effective QD model Hamiltonian that sim
lates the QD in Heiblum’s experiment. Unlike the singl
crossbar cavity used before, our 2D potential is an analyt
function. In our model the transition of the electron from t
entrance channel to the exit one through the QD is hinde
by two potential barriers that do not appear in the sing
crossbar cavity model.

We obtained that for the adiabatic 1D double barrier p
tential, the transition probability amplitude behaves in
similar way when varying the scattered electron energy,E, or
the depth of the well between the two barriers~via the varia-
tion of Vp). Since the numerical calculations are simpler f
the variation of the scattered electron energy rather than
variation ofVp , we address ourselves here to the followi
question: how does the transition-probability amplitu
change as a function of the energy of the scattered elect
E, whenVp is held fixed?

In order to answer this question we have used the co
plex adiabatic approach.12 First the complex resonanc
potential-energy surfaces were calculated as a function of
slow coordinate~which is perpendicular to the propagatio
coordinate!. Then, assuming that the electron scattering p
ceeds via a single potential-energy surface~PES!, the
transition-probability amplitude,t(E), was calculated.

II. 2D ONE-ELECTRON EFFECTIVE QD MODEL
HAMILTONIAN

We propose an effective one-electron two-dimensio
model potential of the QD, which preserves the main ch
acteristics of the QD in the Heiblum experiment. That is,~i!
the entrance channel, entrance barrier, potential well,
barrier, and exit channel are clearly defined~see Fig. 1!; ~ii !
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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there are similar geometrical proportions;~iii ! the potential
surface supports at least one bound state inside the pote
well, and supports isolated resonance states~i.e., G j,uEj
2Ej 61u); and ~iv! the depth of the potential well is con
trolled by a single parameter, the plunger potential param
Vp , which has a minor effect on the geometry of the QD.
increasingVp, the number of bound states in the open QD
increased.

The two-dimensional QD model Hamiltonian, wherex is
the propagation coordinate, is given by

Ĥ~x,y!5
P̂x

2

2me
1

P̂y
2

2me
1V~x,y!, ~1!

whereme is the effective electron mass and the PES is giv
by

V~x,y!5V~x!1
me

2
y2v2~x!, ~2!

where

V~x!5V0~x22a!e2gx2
2Vpe2lx2

,

v~x!5v`1a~x22b!e2cx2
.

v` is the frequency of the harmonic motion of the free ele
tron in the confined direction (y coordinate! in the entrance/
exit channels.

The potential parameters used in our calculations
given in the caption of Fig. 1. A one-dimensional cut throu
the PES defined above at a constanty gives a potential,
V(x;y), which has a well between two separated poten

FIG. 1. The two-dimensional QD potential-energy surfa
V(x,y), defined in Eq.~2!. Note the entrance and exit channe
entrance and exit barriers, and the QD embedded between the
riers. Parameters:me51; V050.5; a51.6; g50.1; Vp50; l
50.75; w`51; a50.76 215; b50.32 802; c50.08 871. The pa-
rametersa,b, andc were calculated according to the geometry
the QD in Heiblum’s experiment.l was chosen to allow the contro
on the depth of the QD well by a single parameter,Vp , without
changing the height of the barriers.
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barriers. These 1D potentials support at least one bound
and a few isolated resonance states~see Fig. 2!.

III. TRANSITION-PROBABILITY AMPLITUDES IN THE
2D QD MODEL HAMILTONIAN

The transition-probability amplitude,t(Vp), in the 1D
case, has been calculated using non-Hermitian scatte
theory.13 It shows a series of resonance peaks@see Fig. 3~a!#.
The phase oft(Vp) changes byp in resonances and accu
mulates between resonances@see Fig. 3~b!#. The sharp phase
drop is not observed. Our calculations show that this ph
drop cannot be explained by 1D one-electron calculatio
even when interference between different paths~different y
cuts! is taken into consideration. Therefore, it is clear th
two dimensions are needed to obtain the sharp phase
phenomenon when using an effective one-electron mode

As was mentioned above, the 1D transition-probabil
amplitude,t(E), which is obtained whenVp is held fixed
and the energy of the incoming electron,E, is varied, be-
haves similarly to the 1D transition-probability amplitud
t(Vp). Regardless of the dimensionality of the studied pro
lem, the computational effort needed to calculatet(Vp) is
much larger than the one needed to calculatet(E). This is
because the major numerical effort lies in the construction
the spectral representation of the Green operator, which
quires the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian for everyVp .
Therefore, we will concentrate ont(E) in the 2D case.

We have used non-Hermitian scattering theory to cal
late the transition-probability amplitude, within the fram
work of the complex adiabatic approach. It should
stressed that non-Hermitian quantum mechanics allows u
use complex adiabatic potential-energy surfaces in ca
where one has to go beyond the adiabatic approximatio

,

ar-

FIG. 2. The 1D potential in thex direction,V(x;y50), when
Vp51. The bound and isolated narrow resonance complex-sc
wave functions~real part! are plotted foru50.13.
2-2
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Hermitian quantum mechanics~QM!.14,15In the adiabatic ap-
proximation, we assume that the motion in they direction is
much slower than in thex direction. This assumption is
based on the geometry of the two-dimensional potential
face ~see Fig. 1!.

Using the adiabatic approximation, the Hamiltonian in t
x direction, for a giveny, is given by

Ĥ~x;y!52
\2

2me

]2

]x2
1V~x;y!. ~3!

We use complex scaling, i.e.,x→xeiu, to calculate the
solutions of the complex-scaled Schro¨dinger equation. The
use of complex scaling~i.e., non-Hermitian QM! enables us
to associate a resonance state with a single eigenstate o
Hamiltonian, while in Hermitian QM a resonance state
associated with a wave packet~which is not an eigenstate o
the Hermitian Hamiltonian!. Therefore by complex scaling
we get

Ĥ~xeiu;y!cu
j ~x;y!5Ej~y!cu

j ~x;y!. ~4!

The complex eigenenergies,Ej (y), which correspond to the
resonance states areu independent, providedu is sufficiently
large. The resonance states,cu

j (x;y), are square integrabl
~see Fig. 2! andu dependent.

Within the framework of the non-Hermitian adiabatic a
proximation, separate complex resonance potential-en
surfaces are defined by

FIG. 3. Transition probability for the 1D cutV(x;y50) as a
function of Vp , when the scattering energy is held fixed,E51.2
a.u.~this energy is below the barrier height for any value ofVp). ~a!
The transition probability,utu2, exhibits a series of peaks whic
corresponds to the resonances.~b! The phase of the transition
probability amplitude, arg(t), jumps byp in each resonance an
accumulates asVp is varied.
04532
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Veff
j ~y![Ej~y![« j~y!2

i

2
G j~y!. ~5!

For the j th resonance surface, the effective Hamiltoni
in the y direction is given by

Ĥeff~y!52
\2

2me

]2

]y2
1Veff

j ~y!. ~6!

By solving the eigenvalue problem,

Ĥeff~y!xn
j ~y!5en

j xn
j ~y!, en

j [en
j 2

i

2
gn

j , ~7!

the complex resonance eigenstates and eigenergies were
culated. The complex eigenergies,en

j , provide the energy
positions,en

j , and widths,gn
j ~which correspond to the in

verse of the lifetimes of the resonance states! of the tempo-
rarily trapped electron in the QD.

In Fig. 4 we show an effective complex resonance P
and the corresponding resonance eigenstates. The trans
probability amplitude is calculated using the Lippman
Schwinger equation

t i→ f~E!5~C i uV1VGVuC f !, ~8!

whereC i andC f are the initial and final wave functions o
the scattered electron. Under the adiabatic approxima
C i , f can be presented as

FIG. 4. The 1D effective complex resonance PES in they direc-
tion, for resonance 3, whenVp50. The first seven eigenstate
uxn

j (y)u2, are plotted with normal/dashed lines, according to
symmetry of the eigenstate.
2-3
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BARKAY, NAREVICIUS, AND MOISEYEV PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 045322 ~2003!
C i , f~x,y!5Q i , f~x;y!w i , f~y!, ~9!

whereQ is the wave function of the scattered electron in t
x direction:

Q i , f~x;y!5A me

\2ki , f

eiki , f x,

ki , f5A2me@E2ei , f
` 2Eth~y!#, ~10!

and w i , f are the asymptotic wave functions of the scatte
electron in they direction ~in our case, this is eigenstates
a harmonic oscillator with the frequencyw`).

Assuming tunneling is assisted by thej th effective reso-
nance potential surface, for the case where the quantum
of the scattered electron remains unchanged~i.e., i 5 f ), the
transition-probability amplitude is given by

t i→ i
j 5(

n

@w i~y!uAG j~y!uxn
j ~y!#@xn

j ~y!uAG j~y!uw i~y!#

E2ei
`2en

j
.

~11!

For derivation of this equation see Ref. 12. The notat
( . . . u . . . ) stands for the generalized inner product which
used in non-Hermitian QM, where (f ug)[^ f * ug&. Note that
the eigenenergies,en

j , and eigenstates,xn
j (y), are complex

due to the complex effective resonance potential. This
mula can be generalized for any initial and final states
replacingAG j (y), which was defined in Eq.~5!, by the par-
tial width amplitude of thej th resonance state. This approa
should also be used if one wants to take into account tun
ing assisted by more than one resonance complex PES.

The calculated transition-probability amplitude,t0→0
j , is

shown in Fig. 5. The transition probability shows a series
Lorentzian resonance peaks. Those appear when the en
of the incoming electron in thex direction,E2ei

` , is close
to the real part of the resonance energy,en

j . Due to the sym-
metry of the problem, tunneling is allowed only throug
even resonance states.

Two distinct phenomena can be observed in Fig. 5~b!,
which shows the absolute value of the transition-probabi
amplitude, as a function of the incoming electron energy,E.
First, the width of the resonance peaks decreases asE in-
creases. Second, the height of the resonance peaks dec
asE increases.

The explanation for both phenomena is based on
Breit-Wigner model for resonant tunneling. In the vicinity
a narrow isolated resonance~i.e., gn,uen2en61u), the
transition-probability amplitude is given by the leading te
of t(E) in Eq. ~11!:

Tj~E![ut j~E!u25U@w i~y!uAG j~y!xn
j ~y!#

E2ei
`2en

j U2

[UCn
j

gn
j U2

.

~12!

Regarding the width of the resonance peaks, the widt
associated with the inverse of the lifetime of the resona
states. The maximum of the amplitude ofxn

j is at y50 for
the first resonance state (n50) and moves toward the clas
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sical turning points of Re@Veff
j (y)# asn is increased~see Fig.

4!. Due to the shape of the PES~see Fig. 1!, the temporarily
trapped electron in the QD tunnels out along thex direction
mostly aroundy50. For higher values ofuyu the tunneling is
hindered by the potential barriers. Therefore, the lifetime
the resonance states increases asn increases, and the corre
sponding widths decrease. Note that the width of the re
nance peak in the transition-probability graph can be ass
ated with the inverse of the lifetime of the resonance st
only if the resonances are isolated, otherwise interfere
phenomena between overlapping resonance states
change the Lorentzian shape of the resonance peaks.

Concerning the height of the resonance peaks, Eq.~12!
shows that the height is proportional to the probability
populating thenth resonance state. This probability is give
by the overlapCn

j [u@w0(y)uAG j (y)uxn
j (y)#u2, wherew0(y)

is the initial state andG j (y) is given by the imaginary part o
the resonance surface@see Eq.~11!#. As described above, th
maximal amplitude ofxn

j changes fromy50 for the first
resonance state to the classical turning points of Re(Veff

j (y))
asn is increased.G j (y) is localized aroundy50, andw0(y),
which is the ground state of a harmonic oscillator with t
frequencyw` , gets a maximum aroundy50. Therefore,Cn

j

decreases asn is increased. The height of the resonan
peaks is also inversely proportional to the width of the re
nance state,gn

j , which decreases asn increases. Despite thi
dependence, the transition probability in resonance is do

FIG. 5. Transition-probability amplitude,t0→0(E), assisted by
the third effective complex resonance potential-energy surface~a!
Phase,~b! absolute value, and~c! trajectory. The phase changes b
p in resonances. The phase drops byp between resonances, whe
t(E) intersects the origin. The position of resonance states is plo
with squares ~open squares—symmetric resonance states,
squares—antisymmetric resonance states!. Note that due to the
symmetry properties of the problem, transition is not assisted
antisymmetric resonances.
2-4
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NON-HERMITIAN SCATTERING THEORY: RESONANT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 045322 ~2003!
nated by the overlap and decreases asn is increased. Note
that we discuss here only the resonance contribution to
transition-probability amplitude and ignore the direc
scattering process which dominates the high-energy reg

The phase of the transition-probability amplitud
arg@ t(E)#, changes byp when ut(E)u exhibits a maximum
@see Fig. 5~a!#. This well-known phenomenon can be e
plained by the Breit-Wigner model for resonant tunneling

The phase drops abruptly byp between resonance peak
when the complex transition-probability amplitude,t(E), in-
tersects the origin, i.e.,t(E)501 i0. This result is similar to
the association of the sharp phase drop byp in the tail of the
resonant peak.7,16 Note, however, that we obtained the sha
phase drop as a result of interference between two neigh
ing 2D resonance states which decay through the two po
tial barriers located at the entrance and the exit chann
This interference which leads to the sharp phase drop int(E)
cannot occur in 1D double barrier potentials as we will e
plain below.

The energy where zero transmission is obtained is gi
approximately by the position of the intersection of tw
neighboring Lorentzian peaks (n,n11). The position of the
intersection is determined by the population of the cor
sponding resonance states and by their widths. On the b
of the analysis given above, the intersection is at an ene
closer to then11 resonance peak~which is narrower and
less populated that thenth one!. The energyE0 at which
t(E0)501 i0 can be approximately obtained by taking in
account the interference between two adjacent reson
states,

Cn
j

E02ei
`2en

j
1

Cn11
j

E02ei
`2en11

j
50. ~13!

Our calculations show that this approximation holds in
case presented in Fig. 5, though there is a slight devia
due to interference effects with other resonance states.

Why does the phase oft(E) change abruptly byp when
t(E) intersects the origin? Expanding the transitio
probability amplitude in a Taylor series around an inters
tion energy,E0, gives

t~E06«!5t~E0!1
dt~E!

dE U
E0

~6«!1
1

2

d2t~E!

dE2 U
E0

~6«!2

1 . . . . ~14!

When t(E0)50 and when « is small enough, if
dt(E)/dEuE0

Þ0 as in our case, we get

t~E06«!56«
dt~E!

dE U
E0

. ~15!

This equality implies that in a very short energy range
phase changes byp. This is proof that it is not necessaril
true that whenever the transmission coefficient reaches z
the phase has a sharp drop byp. The zero transmission
coefficient,t(E0)50, is a necessary condition for the sha
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phase drop byp at the tail of the resonant peak but it is n
a sufficient one. This abrupt phase change happens at
transmissions if and only ifdt(E)/dEuE0

Þ0.

Figure 5~c! shows the trajectory oft(E). At each one of
the intersection energies the imaginary axis is tangent tot(E)
at the origin. Therefore, the first derivative oft(E) is almost
a pure imaginary number, andt(E06«)51 id. Since in our
numerical calculationst(E) does not intersect the origin bu
passes very close to it asE is varied, the phase change
smoothly from2p/2 to p/2 instead of jumping.

The Taylor expansion oft(E) shows that the transition
probability doesnot jump by p when t(E) intersects the
origin whenever two conditions are satisfied simultaneou
~i! t(E0)50; ~ii ! dt(E)/dEuE0

50. In the 2D case discusse

above, whent(E) can be approximately obtained by takin
into account only two adjacent resonance states@see Eq.
~13!#, it is impossible to satisfy simultaneously both cond
tions. Therefore, whenever this approximation is valid t
intersection oft(E) with the origin implies a sudden chang
of the phase oft(E) by p. Our calculations for a 1D mode
Hamiltonian13 have shown that in 1D problems one cann
neglect the interference of the resonances with the scatte
background. Therefore, in a 1D problem it is possible
satisfy both conditions and the phase oft(E) does not jump
by p when t(E) intersects the origin. This is another expl
nation for the fact that the phase drop byp at the tail of the
resonant peakcannotbe obtained in single electron transpo
through a double barrier 1D potential.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The electron-scattering transition-probability amplitu
through an open QD,t(E), has been studied for a real-spa
2D model Hamiltonian. A sharp change of the phase oft(E)
by p occurs whent(E) intersects the origin. It implies tha
two conditions should be satisfied in order to observe a sh
drop of the phase byp in the tail of the resonant peak. On
condition is t(E0)50, whereas the second condition
dt(E)/dEuE0

Þ0. We have shown that this phase drop is
resonance interference phenomenon that happens
within the framework of a one-electron effective QD pote
tial. The fact that the QD has at least two dimensions i
crucial point in the mechanism we have presented here.
explanation of a sharp phase change is based on the des
tive interference between neighboring resonances and
differs from the mechanism based on the Fano resona
~see, for example, Refs. 5 and 11!.

In this work we solved the Schro¨dinger equation and cal
culated the resonance wave functions for the 2D poten
using the complex-scaling method. The advantage of
method is that it enables one to calculate the complex p
of the scattering matrix using computational methods t
have been originally developed for bound-state proble
Complex scaling enabled the calculations of resonance s
not only for 3D problems but also for many-body problem
such as resonances of electronically excitedH2 and the
short-lived resonance of the negative hydrogen molec
ion. The use of the complex-scaling adiabatic approach~a
first for the QD problem, to the best of our knowledge! sim-
2-5
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plifies the numerical calculations. Using the complex-scal
adiabatic approach we believe that the resonances of the
many-electron QD problem can be calculated even when
electron correlation effect is taken into consideration.

Another point that should be emphasized is that in
calculations we have concentrated on the contributions
resonance PES to the transition-probability amplitudes
ignored the direct-scattering process. As shown before,
1D problem the direct scattering can be neglected only at
resonance energies.13 However, this is not the case in the 2
scattering experiment, where the relevant interfering re
nances are associated with the confined motion perpendic
to the scattering direction. This is the key point of the pha
drop mechanism described in this work. Although t
mechanism we have presented is relevant to the Heib
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